
SEL JOURNUP!!  February

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  ____________________ means a lot to me because….

2) I have…

3)  Use the letters H or C to name..

3a) something that has wheels

3b) an Italian food

3c) a word that ends in “d”

4)  The saying “pass the buck” means….

5)  Use these words in a sentence:    believe and life

6)  Today is “National Get a Different Name Day!”  

6a) Do you know why you were given your name?  If so, why?  

6b) What is the meaning of your name?  

6c) If you could give yourself a different name, what would it be?

7)  Wordlicious!!  Earth Book Inch

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!    The Mathletes raised $1,813.  They decided to 
give an equal portion to 7 charities.  How much did each charity receive?

9) Drawlicious!!!  Draw a box of cereal and a milkshake playing hopscotch!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  When I get….

2)  Why…

3)  Use the letters R and F to name…

      3a) a place to go

      3b) a kid’s book

      3c) a salad dressing

4)  The saying “fall through the cracks” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      right and time

6)  Today is “National Random Act of Kindness Day!” 

6a) List 9  random acts of kindness.  
6b) What was the last kind thing someone did for you? 
6c) What random act of kindness have you done?
6d)  What random act of kindness do you hope one day            
someone does for you?
6e)  What random act of kindness do you hope one day                     
you can you do for someone else?

7)  Wordlicous!!            spray           face                 finger

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   A rectangle has a length of 2x + 6 and a width 
of 8.5cm.  The perimeter is 49cm.  What is the area?           
9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw chairs running after a table!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  If I could change my______, it would be…

2)  I woke up…

3)  Use the letters B and P to name…

      3a) something used for fishing

      3b) something you can put in your hair

      3c) something shiny

4)  The saying “take a rain check” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      drip and new

6)  Today is “National Get Back UP Day!!”

      6a) When was the last time you failed at something?

      6b) Was it difficult to try again?

      6c) Why should we celebrate failures?

      6d) List (10) times when you have failed?

      6e) What is it called when you keep trying?

7)  Wordlicious!!           ground           arm       cover

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Write the expression:

The product of 8 and y decreased by 12.    Evaluate when x = 7  9)  
Drawlicious!!  Draw three rocks with silly faces, and use speech bubbles to 
tell what they are saying!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I would like to see________ because…

2)  It will take…

3)  Use the letters N and G to name…

      3a) something advertised on TV

      3b) something at a wedding

      3c) a college or university

4)  The saying “muddy the waters” means…

5) Use these words in a sentence:  food and rather

6)  Today is “National Fictional Character Day!!”

      6a) List 27 ÷ 3 fictional characters.

      6b) Who is your favorite fictional character?

      6c) Many fictional characters are based on real life people.  Who do 
you        know that would make a great fictional character? What name 
would you           give them?

      6d) What name would you give yourself as a fictional character?

7)  Wordlicious!!           pant                watch             square

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Write the expression:

The sum of 18 and w multiplied by 3.   Evaluate when w=10

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a cactus eating corn on the cob!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  Sometimes I wish I could be like_______ because…

2)  I like to keep…

3)  Use the letters M and D to name…

      3a) something that technology makes easier

      3b) something associated with birds

      3c) another word for happy

4)  The saying “on the level” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      positive and about

6)  Today is “National Canned Food Day!!”

      6a) List 32 ÷ 8 different canned foods.

      6b) When was the last time you ate a canned food item?

      6c) What canned food is your favorite?

      6d) Have you donated to a canned food drive?

7)  Wordlicious!!           black              seat                 buckle

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   10² - (w + 5) Evaluate when w = -3

 

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a one-eyed chicken and a one-eyed frog doing a 
karate kick!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!
Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!
1)  I wish I had another chance to______ because…

2)  I accidentally…

3)  Use the letters O or K to name…
3a)  something breakable
3b) something you can hang 
3c) something a baby does

4)  The saying “eat your words” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: animal and never

6)  Today is “National Hershey’s Chocolate Day!!”
6a) List 12(6) different Hershey chocolate items.
6b) When was the last time you ate a Hershey chocolate item?
6c) What is your favorite Hershey chocolate item?
6d) Create a new candy bar for the company.  What would be in it?
6e) What would you name your new candy bar?

7)  Wordlicious!! pillow food snowball
What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! An isosceles triangle has a perimeter of 30cm.  
What are the possible side and angle measurements?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw three large pieces of popcorn with funny faces 
waiting in line at the movies, and use speech bubbles to tell what they are 
saying!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

1)  It was hard to believe…

2)  I really miss…

3)  Use the letters T or J to name…

      3a) something that never stops

      3b) something that causes pain

      3c) something that comes in a wrapper

4)  The saying “hand in the cookie jar” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      does and much

6)  Today is “National Cheese Pizza Day!!”

      6a) When was the last time you ate pizza?

      6b) Try to list  pizza places.  Which is your favorite?

      6c) What is your favorite frozen pizza?

      6d) What toppings have you not tried, but would like to?

      6e) Name a pizza that is made now, but wasn’t thought of 2x10       
years ago. 

7)  Wordlicious!!           coat                brown            cane

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   There is a 6-liter jar filled with gumballs.  70 
gumballs can fit in a 250 mL cup.  How many gumballs are in the jar?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw an owl with butterfly wings!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  If I live…

2)  I have the ability…

3)  Use the letters C or L to name…

      3a) a type of drink

      3b) a word that describes a party

      3c) something most people will never see

4)  The saying “fly on a wall” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      chance and admit

6)  Today is “National Snack Food Day!!”

      6a) List 24 ÷ 6 different snack foods.

      6b) What is your favorite healthy snack?

      6c) What is your favorite snack?

      6d) Put your favorite healthy snack and favorite snack together to                
create a new snack.

      6e) What time of day do you snack the most?

7)  Wordlicious!!           card                life                   west

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Evaluate when   x = 4   and k = 10. 2k 
+ 6x  3 + k²                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw an alligator hanging from its tail on a pencil!!    
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I am not allowed…

2)  I borrowed…

3)  Use the letters N or A to name…

      3a) a medicine

      3b) a body part

      3c) something on a wall

4)  The saying “keep your eye on the ball means”…

5)  Use theses words in a sentence:              work and week

6)  Today is “National Sports Day!!”

      6a) List 28 ÷ 7 different sports.

      6b) What sport is your favorite to play?

      6c) What sport have you never tried?

      6d) What sport don’t you like to watch?

      6e) Who is your favorite athlete?

7)  Wordlicious!!           room              meat               cold

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Spongebob has 400 crabby patties.  He gave 
half to Patrick and one-fourth of what was left to Sandy.  How many did he 
keep?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw raindrops with funny faces under an umbrella!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  Valentine’s day is__________ because…

2)  I love…

3)  Use the letters T or Q to name…

      3a) something used when camping

      3b) a type of bed

      3c) something in a museum

4)  The saying “get your foot in the door” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      sweet and nice

6)  Today is “National Valentine’s Day!!”

      6a) List people you love.

      6b) Have you ever given a gift for Valentines?  If so, what?

      6c) Have you ever received something for Valentines?  If so, what?

      6d) What do you like about Valentine’s Day?

      6e) What don’t you like about Valentine’s Day?

7)  Wordlicious!!           sight               ball                 lid

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   The temperatures this week are:                        
85, 88, 92, 80, 85        What is the range?     Median?         Mode?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a person with a computer screen for their head, 
and create a face on the screen!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I like to work…

2)  My happiness…

3)  Use the letters D or H to name…

      3a) something yellow

      3b) something that can run

      3c) a fear

4)  The saying “without batting an eye” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      project and minute

6)  Today is “National Public Sleeping Day!!”

      6a) Have you ever fallen asleep in public?  If so, where?

      6b) Have you seen someone else sleep in public?  If so, where?

      6c) Do you like to take a nap?

      6d) How many hours of sleep do you get at night?

7)  Wordlicious!!           stop                cut                   stack

What do these words have in common?

8)   Mathlicious Moment!!  To rent a van it costs $50 a day plus $1.50 per 
mile driven.  If you rented a van for a week and drove 180 miles, how much 
would it cost?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a volcano erupting different pieces of candy!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I am feeling…

2)  I like to spend….

3)  Use the letters B or F to name…

      3a) something that you can rent

      3b) something that can fit in a closet

      3c) something that stretches

4)  The saying “lay it on thick” means…

5) Use these words in a sentence:       certain and follow

6)  Today is “National Use a Battery Day!!”

      6a) List 36 ÷ 9 things that need a battery.

      6b) List 10 ÷ 5 things that you have that needs a battery.

      6c) Choose 1x1 thing that needs a battery you would not want to                
live without.

      6d) Try to name 12 ÷ 4 different battery brands.

7) Wordlicious!!            exam              straw              say

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!    9/14  x  2/7       and 11/15  x  10/13                

 9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw cotton candy eating a taco!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!

1)  I didn’t expect…

2)  I was waiting…

3)  Use the letters M and S to name…

      3a) a type of pasta

      3b) a word used to give directions

      3c) something in an attic

4)  The saying “on the back burner” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      apple and carry

6)  Today is “National Freedom Day!!”

      6a) List 16  freedoms you have.

      6b) List 9 freedoms you don’t have.

      6c) What freedom is most important to you?

      6d) What freedom is least important to you?

7)  Wordlicious!!           bed                 June                bite

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Kim saved $240.  She spent 80% on clothes.  
What percent does she have left?         How much money does she have 
left?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a tube of toothpaste with something other than 
toothpaste coming out of it!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I can be…

2)  It is about time…

3)  Use the letters E or W to name…

      3a) something that comes in gallons

      3b) something made of glass

      3c) another word for tired

4)  The saying “two peas in a pod” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      hilarious and video

6)  Today is “National Quiet Day!!” 

      6a) Try to list 3 x 2 things you can do completely quiet.

      6b) What is your favorite quiet activity?

      6c) Do you prefer it quiet or loud?

      6d) What is something you can’t do quietly?

7)  Wordlicious!!           door               light                truck

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   50 cubes weigh 8 ounces.  Write a proportion 
that can be used to find the weight of 300 cubes.  What is the weight of 300 
cubes?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw two different keys with speech bubbles talking to 
each other!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  A special thing…

2)  My energy…

3)  Use the letters R and P to name…

      3a) information on a driver’s license

      3b) a cooking method

      3c) something found in a forest

4)  The saying “whatever floats your boat” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      people and help

6)  Today is “National FairyTale Day!!”

      6a) List 30 ÷ 10 fairy tales.

      6b) What was the first fairy tale you heard about?

      6c) What is your favorite fairy tale?

      6d) Create a new title for a fairy tale.  What would it be about?

7)  Wordlicious!!           slice                box                  pan

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Six kids equally share the cost of a gift for their 
grandma.  The gift was $180 and on sale for 30% off.  The tax is 9%.  How 
much did each kid pay?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a garbage can that smells really good!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  If I had the power to…

2)  The reality TV show…

3)  Use the letters C or K to name…

      3a) a type of cheese

      3b) unit of measure

      3c) something that bounces

4)  The saying “on the fence” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      fabulous and elevator

6)  Today is “National Hot Breakfast Day!!”

      6a) List 30 ÷ 6 hot breakfast items.

      6b) Where is your favorite place to eat a hot breakfast?

      6c) What is your favorite hot breakfast item?

      6d) Do you ever cook yourself a hot breakfast?  If so, what do you                
make?

      6e) What hot breakfast item don’t you like?

7)  Wordlicious!!           up                shot                fish

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   A rectangular prism has a width 7cm, height of 
12cm and length of 3cm.   What is the surface area?    Volume?             

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a whale in a glass bottle filled with confetti!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I stopped…

2)  It fills me with…

3) Use the letters N and H to name…

      3a) a way to communicate

      3b) something that spins or rotates

      3c) something that makes you smile

4)  The saying “at the eleventh hour” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      senior and variety

6)  Today is “National Chopsticks Day!!”

      6a) Do you know how to use chopsticks?

      6b) Besides a spoon, fork, or knife, what can you eat with?

      6c) List 1 + 2 Chinese food items.

      6d) What is your favorite item?

      6e) What is your favorite Chinese Restaurant?

7)  Wordlicious!!           broken           player            world

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   A computer costs $799.00 in cash or you can 
put $100 down and make $62.46 a month payment for 1 year.  Which way 
will cost less?              How much less?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a lightbulb with a tropical fish swimming inside!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I want it to….

2)  The closest I…

3)  Use the letters L and F to name…

      3a) something a person plays

      3b) something that can be written

      3c) any name

4)  The saying “more than meets the eye” means…

5)  Use the words in a sentence:           save and fly

6)  Today is “National Make a Friend Day!!”

      6a) When was the last time you made a friend?

      6b) List 8 ÷ 4 things you do to make a friend.

      6c) List 12 ÷ 6 interests you hope to share with your friend.

      6d) What is the longest you have been a friend with someone?

7)  Wordlicious!!           power            stand              tomato

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Evaluate when w = 3 and r = -5

      4w – 7 + 2(6r + 7w) – wr

 9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw the bottom of two shoes with several different 
things stuck to them!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I was ready…

2)  The smartest…

3)  Use the letters P or M to name…

      3a) part of a parade

      3b) something that comes in a can

      3c) something that melts in the sun

4)  The saying “cream of the crop” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      squirrel and sidewalk

6)  Today is “National Do a Grouch a Favor Day!!”

      6a) What makes you grouchy?

      6b) List 14 ÷ 7 ways you could make a grouch feel better.

      6c) What nice thing did you do to someone who was grouchy?

7)  Wordlicious!!           mint                green              hot

What do these words have in common?

8) Mathlicious Moment!!    A triangle has angles that measure 36° and 
108°.  What is the measure of the third angle?       Classify the triangle.

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a turkey eating a tossed salad while walking down 
the street!!
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SEL JOURNUP!! 

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  When I met…

2)  My best choice…

3)  Use the letters S or A

      3a) a type of party

      3b) something not allowed on an airplane

      3c) something that makes you laugh

4)  The saying “burn a hole in my pocket” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:      last and argument

6)  Today is “National Comfy Day!!”

      6a) What is your comfy go to outfit?

      6b) Where is your comfy place to relax?

6c) What is your favorite comfort food?

6d) Do you like to read or watch a show when relaxing?

7)  Wordlicious!!           traffic             snow              pine

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Simplify      18 – 12 + (72 ÷ 9 – 3) + 5 x 2

 

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a thick crust pizza using four different shapes for 
topping that spell your name.
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